3472 Highway 5
Douglasville, GA 30135
770-942-0118

“Your Leader in Backyard Vacation Fun”

CLOSING THE INGROUND POOL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Balance pH, Alkalinity and Calcium Hardness.
Add Winter Kit 24.
Run pump for 1-2 hours.
Turn off the pump.
Move the multi-port handle to “WASTE”.
Turn on the pump.
Pull water from main drain, not skimmer (turn valve so skimmer is turned off and water is
being pulled from main drain.
8. Drain the water below the returns.
9. Turn off the pump.
10. Reposition valve to ½ skimmer and ½ main drain.
YOU WILL NOT RUN YOUR PUMP AGAIN THIS YEAR

1.
2.
3.
4.

Remove the return eyeballs / Polaris fitting.
Move the multi-port handle to “RECIRCULATE”.
Move the three way valve from bottom drain to both or skimmer.
Using the exhaust of a shop vac or a leaf blower, blow at the farthest skimmer from pump
until the water stops coming out the first return closest to the skimmer.
5. Place a winter plug into the return fitting.
6. Continue blowing in the skimmer until water does not come out of all return openings,
plugging each return opening as you work your way around the pool.
7. Put multi-port handle on “WINTER” or cock the handle between two settings. Leave the
handle in this position during the winter.
8. Remove 2 plugs from the pump: (1 at end and 1 at side of pump).
9. Remove 1 plug from front of Polaris Booster Pump.
10. Remove 1 plug from bottom of chlorinator.
11. Remove 1 plug from heater.
12. Remove the drain cap from bottom of filter tank.
13. Remove plugs from any remaining equipment that is not mentioned above.
14. Place the eyeball fittings, Polaris fittings, plugs and drain cap in the pump basket until next
spring.
15. OPTIONAL: Pour Antifreeze into skimmer hole before inserting the Gizzmo
16. Thread a Gizzmo into the skimmer hole.
* THIS IS A GENERAL GUIDELINE !

BROWN’S POOLS IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR FREEZE DAMAGE TO YOUR POOL.
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